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Our company can now offer hosting
Friday, 31 August 2007

bitBrain Studios have become resellers for Liquidnet Ltd, London. If you pay us to set up/design a site for you, we can
offer to include feature-rich hosting with domain name registration for the first year! Thereafter, the hosting and domain
registration fee would be from $55/year, depending on which package you choose. Have a look at the features:

At the time of writing, only non-country domains are available, specifically: .com, .net, .org, .biz, .info and .us domains eNom, Inc is the registrar for the domain name you choose. Naturally, we can register country domains and use other
registrars, contact us with your request.

Hosting is with LiquidNet Ltd, London. These are the main features - contact us for detailed information:

Shared hosting with about 100 sites per server facility, as compared to thousands for cheap alternatives like GoDaddy,
one.com, etc.

The SB package (Small Business) includes 15GB storage + 300GB/month traffic, and 3 domains hosted - all packages
include the insanely capable, feature rich cPanel.

Full privacy - the host is YOUR host - all support, billing, and account setup is provided by them directly to you. (I.e.,
when we have constructed your site, you may simply change the passwords for your privacy.)

The best support this company has seen so far! Email a question, and it's usually answered within 1 or 2 hours (!) - even
on weekends.

For the techs: The features ALL hosts should have - but don't - PHP 5, Linux/Apache, PHPmyAdmin, MySQL, 20
databases, 20 FTP accounts, 100 email accounts, POP3/SMTP server, 30 subdomains, and the glorious cPanel with
Elefante scripts - where you are in control!

Purchase extra upgrades, such as more domains, shell access, etc directly from the host at very low prices.

Up to 40GB, 500GB traffic in the the GB (Growing Business) and CP (Corporation) packages (not included with this offer)
- for all the rest of the features we can offer, contact us!
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Even if these packages are tempting enough, bitBrain Studios doesn't interfere with your choice of host or registrar at all and we do all or any part of web site construction. Specify your needs and we'll give you a quote for the work needed.
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